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GRAMMAR
Lesson - 1 : THE MAGICIAN'S REVENGE

4) face – noun; Quick – adjective; Man – noun;
beamed – verb
5) great – adjective; hush – noun; upon – preposition;
audience – noun

I. 1) go on 2) seemingly 3) dig out 4) hidden
5) fame 6) fiercely 7) that can be seen
8) charmed 9) bewildered 10) silence

XI. 1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

II. 1) b 2) d 3) a 4) c 5) c 6) c 7) b 8) b
9) a 10) c
III. 1) proceeded 2) muttering 3) mumbled
4) babble 5) chattering 6) mutter 7) whispered
8) conceal 9) invented 10) reputation
IV. 1) occasion 2) deception 3) musician 4) separate
5) audience 6) concession 7) grammar
8) mystery 9) permission 10) ignorance

XII.

V. 1) bear 2) fever 3) match 4) blow 5) zero
VI. 1) burst 2) blue 3) ice 4) fate 5) bluff
VII. 2) pieces (?)
3) candle (?)
4) hat (?)
5) it (?)

savagely (.)
sir (.)
presto (!)
you (!)

The popular name for UFOs is flying saucers. UFO
stands for Unidentified Flying Object. Do they really
exist ? Many books have been written about them and
thousands of people claim to have seen them and also
photographed them. Whatever may be the scientific
reports, there are people who still believe UFOs exist.

XIII. 1) Because at that time only those women who wanted
to avoid being sent to prison became nurses.
2) To serve the British soldiers who were wounded in
their thousands in the war.
3) She found the wounded soldiers lying on the floor
with their clothes full of blood.
4) They washed the hospital clean, gave the soldiers
well-cooked meals, dressed their wounds.
5) Because night after night she used to carry an oil
lamp and walk by the beds, all six kilometres of
them.

VIII. 1) "My next trick," said the magician, "is the famous
Hindustani rings".
2) "I will now," he continued, "show the most amusing
trick by which I am enabled to take any number of
eggs from a hat."
3) "Will you sir," he continued turning towards the
Quick Man, "Will you kindly hand me your gold
watch ?"
4) "This thing beats me," he whispered.
5) "Have I your permission to put it into this mortar
and pound it to pieces ?" he asked savagely.

XIV. a,

c,

d,

f,

g,

h

XV. 1) c 2) b 3) c

Lesson - 2 : TO SIR, WITH LOVE

IX. 1) Since it was a hot day, we stayed indoors.
2) The magician asked the Quick Man whether he
would allow him to smash his spectacles for him
with his hammer.
3) The watch was thrown into the mortar by the
magician.
4) If the doctor had come earlier, the patient would
not have died.
5) Although it was raining, they continued with their
journey.
6) The man who met us yesterday, is my granduncle.
7) The man is so weak that he cannot work.
8) He whispered that that thing beat him.
9) A new medicine for cholera has been invented by
them.
10) Unless you work hard, you cannot pass.

I. 1) bored 2) start doing 3) very rudely 4) combined
5) significance 6) behaviour 7) imitate / copy
8) the most important 9) unfriendliness
10) acting without first planning
II. 1) c 2) a 3) c 4) c 5) a 6) b 7) c 8) a
9) b 10) c
III. 1) speculative 2) reasonable 3) interested
4) pleasingly 5) humiliation 6) import
7) appreciative 8) necessarily 9) depends
10) impulsively
IV. 1) manner 2) interruption 3) instance
4) handkerchief 5) accordance 6) responsibilities
7) deportment 8) remembrance 9) process
10) promotion
V. 1) ice-cream 2) price 3) watch 4) dagger 5) good
VI. 1) mere 2) mast 3) dine 4) fate 5) prize

X. 1) You – pronoun; will notice – verb; rings – noun;
apparently – adverb
2) of – preposition; magician – noun;
rapidly – adverb; below – preposition
3) He – pronoun; seventeen – adjective;
and – conjunction; for – preposition.

IX CClass

I will return in two days.
He said that he was not feeling well.
How hot it is !
He can do the work.
The temperature in Guntur is hotter than that of
Hyderabad.

VII. 1) name (?)
2) Miss (?)
3) courtesies (?)
4) up (.)
5) this (.)
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potter (.)
potter (.)
sir (.)
Miss Joseph (?)
you (.)

pardon (?) Sir (.)

Sir (.)
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VIII. 1) "For instance," I continued, "there are really two
ways in which a person may enter a room".
2) "What is your name ?"
"Potter." "I beg your pardon ?"
3) "You are the top class; the operative word is 'Top' ".
4) "What about Mr. Weston, he's never tidy and his
shoes are never clean, sir ?"
5) "I am your teacher and I think it right and proper
that should let you know something of my plans
for this class."

Lesson - 3 : MY DONKEY SALLY
I. 1) greatly pleased 2) go without 3) shrill cry
4) feeling of fear 5) showing anger 6) lie close for
warmth 7) walked unsteadily 8) cried out with
grief 9) clearly 10) sleep-like condition
II. 1) b 2) a 3) b 4) c 5) a 6) b 7) c 8) a
9) c 10) d
III. 1) thought 2) expensive 3) favourite 4) extremely
5) mysterious 6) guilt 7) staggered 8) turned down
9) make head or tail of 10) make both ends meet

IX. 1) In spite of being poor, he is honest.
2) He told them that his business there was to teach
them.
3) This shirt is so loose that I cannot wear it.
4) We are taught English by Mr. Murthy.
5) If he had taken medicines regularly, he would not
have fallen again.
6) The girl was given a costly present by Mr. Rao.
7) Since he missed the school bus, he had to walk all
the way to school.
8) As soon as the music stopped, the child began to
cry.
9) When I reached home all had gone to bed.
10) He asked the girl what her name was.

IV. 1) slogan 2) infect 3) aware 4) courageous
5) sneer 6) corridor 7) budding 8) beginning
9) favour 10) appearance
V. 1) mere 2) shield 3) laid 4) fate 5) stout
VI. 1) case 2) blouse 3) meet 4) raise 5) begs
VII. 1) me (.)
knows (?)
shrugging (.)
2) seat (!)
scowling (.)
before (.)
3) mother (.)
Gerry (.)
drinking (?)
4) tone (.)
Leslie (.)
5) Margo (.)
Margo (.)
Spiro (.)
VIII. 1) "I am building," said Costas, "a house for your mother'.
2) "Well, if you're sure, Spiro," Leslie replied
doubtfully, "but we don't want any broken legs or
anything".
3) "I think you had better go to bed," said Mother.
4) "All right, dear, all right," said Mother.
5) "And then Spiro danced, again," said Leslie, "and
then Larry danced".

X. 1) I – pronoun; gave – verb; moment – noun;
to – preposition
2) I – pronoun, walked – verb; and – conjunction;
chair – noun
3) murmur – noun; of – preposition; dissent – noun;
at – preposition.
4) was – verb; absence – noun; of – preposition;
silent – adjective
5) morning – noun; I – pronoun; had – verb;
idea – noun

IX. 1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)

I was gazed at by him.
They burst into the house laughing.
Margo wailed that he was spoiling the decorations.
He started early so that he wouldn't be late.
The electrician repaired the switch only last week.
As it was raining, we stayed indoors.
When Mohan threw stones at the fruits, the gardener shouted at him.
8) "You have frightened it," said Margo.
9) If you take medicines regularly, you will be all right
in a month.
10) The tall building you saw is the LIC office.

XI. 1) Can you tell me why you are crying ?
2) I always love my country.
3) The boy told his mother that he would be late for
dinner.
4) Do you know why they kill wild animals ?
5) As soon as we started it started raining.
XII.

Socrates, the great philosopher was one of the
wisest and bravest teachers the world has ever known.
He lived in Athens. He was neither born important nor
rich. Indeed, all his life, he was poor because he never
asked his pupils for what he taught them as he taught
them for wisdom and not for money.

X. 1) He – pronoun; gazed – verb; at – preposition;
me – pronoun
2) But – conjunction; notice – noun; of – preposition;
family – noun
3) I – pronoun; beside – adverb; with – preposition;
delight – noun
4) noble – adjective; kindly – adjective; family – noun;
I – pronoun
5) Obviously – adverb; I – pronoun; keep – verb;
house – noun

XIII. 1)
2)
3)
4)

Kumaon region is famous for tigers.
The tigers which eat human flesh.
He collected a lot of information from the villagers.
Because the road to the thick forest was very
narrow and was full of thorny bushes. On both
sides of the road there were rocks.
5) The cub

XIV. a,

c,

d,

g, h,

XI. 1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

i

XV. 1) c 2) a 3) c

IX CClass
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Do you like watching the clouds in the sky ?
What are clouds really ?
She is the taller of the two sisters.
Though he started late, he finished first.
Everyday I read newspaper to improve my general
knowledge.
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XII.

2) walked – verb; masterfully – adverb; street – noun;
with – preposition
3) I – pronoun; wanted – verb; fear – noun;
of – preposition
4) my – adjective; first – adjective;
remuneration – noun; poet – noun
5) I – pronoun; mind – noun; to – preposition;
vanquish – verb

Spiders are found in almost every part of the world.
They are found not only in hot climate but also in cold
climate. They run on the ground, dig holes, climb
plants, run on water and they live in water.

XIII. 1) Trondheim in Norway. Yes, it is a real story.
2) Because only the child's dress was held in the
eagle's claws.
3) To its nest on a high rock.
4) They found her fast asleep.
5) True

XI. 1)
2)
3)
4)

I don't know where my brother has gone.
This house belongs to me.
Can you tell me what you want from me ?
We don't understand the lesson that our teacher
has just told us.
5) He asked me whether my name was Venu.

XIV. a, d, e, g, i
XV. 1) b 2) b 3) d

Lesson - 4 : STANDING UP FOR YOURSELF
I. 1)
4)
7)
9)

XII.

skilfully 2) manner of walking 3) fall
supporters 5) speak slowly 6) reward
overcome 8) entirely occupied
utter disrespect 10) dirty

XIII. 1) They eat frogs, small animals, big fish and small
crocodiles.
2) Because they never sweat.
3) To take shelter in very hot or very cold weather.
4) Little birds on the head of crocodiles are called
crocodile birds. They feed on the food particles left
in the crocodiles mouth.
5) Handbags and luggage material.

II. 1) b 2) a 3) c 4) d 5) b 6) a 7) d 8) c
9) a 10) b
III. 1) alarm 2) took to his heels 3) scared 4) fear
5) apprehensive 6) terror 7) panic 8) howled
9) ceased 10) tumbling
IV. 1) divorce 2) collision 3) lieutenant 4) cowardice
5) triumphant 6) impudence 7) radiant
8) extravagant 9) psychologist 10) parallel

XIV. b, c, d, e, g, h

V. 1) leather 2) linger 3) plain 4) pack 5) steel

XV. 1) b 2) a 3) d

VI. 1) bare 2) keen 3) bite 4) make 5) rode
VII. 1) crookedly (.)
2) slowly (.)
3) poet (.)
4) Red (.)
5) dear (?)

verses (.)
more (?)
bed (.)
him (.)
mother (.)

Lesson - 5 : A BUFFALO – HUNT

rhyme (?)
menacingly (.)
out (.)
verse (.)
it (!)
speechless (.)

I. 1) crush under the feet 2) foolish 3) tremble slightly
4) sharp pain 5) rough sound made by animals
6) be present in large numbers 7) rush forward and
attack 8) watchful 9) force air violently out of the
nose 10) scratch with paws

VIII. 1)
2)
3)
4)

"Ah, the poet," he drawled smiling crookedly.
"So, you write verses. Do they rhyme ?"
"You looking for more ?" he asked menacingly.
"You remember Katerina's donkey that you like so
much ?" said Margo.
5) "You've simply ruined its decorations," said Margo,"
and it took me hours to put them on".

II. 1) d 2) a 3) c 4) b 5) a 6) c 7) a 8) c
9) b 10) b
III. 1) turn away 2) turned away 3) turn off
4) turned out 5) look at 6) turned up 7) crazy
8) mad 9) lunatic 10) refused
IV. 1) region 2) distance 3) peculiarity 4) weapon
5) anxious 6) gallop 7) creature 8) system
9) strength 10) leisure

IX. 1)
2)
3)
4)

Several days were spent in bed by me.
I remember meeting you before.
She asked me whether I was waiting for her.
If they had started early, they could have got the
tickets.
5) As I woke up late, I missed the school bus.
6) She is too kind to punish her son.
7) "Where are you going ?" he asked.
8) In spite of being ill, she attended to her duties.
9) These fruits are so cheap that they cannot be good.
10) The girl has collected many stamps.

V. 1) shook 2) chair 3) line 4) feat 5) grass
VI. 1) map 2) muse 3) land 4) pull 5) low
VII. 1) signal (.)
2) back (.)
3) hand (.)
4) cloth (.)
5) attack (?)

charge (.)
head (.)
rifle (.)
grazing (.)
arrows (!)
suspicious (.)

VIII. 1) "I won't do it for anything in the world," I thought.
2) "Now," I thought, "the bull will give a signal".
3) "The poison," I told myself, "the poison spread on
those two arrow points will surely act now, kill the
animal and end this terrible show".

X. 1) big – adjective; and – conjunction; his – adjective;
years – noun

IX CClass

There were two American brothers namely Wilbur
Wright and Orville Wright. Only eighty – five years ago
they did so important thing that it changed the history
of the world i.e., they made the first aeroplane with an
engine.
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III. 1) got on 2) pull through 3) tired of 4) see through
5) got off 6) passed for 7) pass on 8) abruptly
9) startled 10) delicious

4) "But," I said, "What if the Jobi had killed you instead ?"
5) "Then," he answered quietly, "My family would
have carried back what remained of my body to
bury behind our village where no evil spirits go".

IV. 1) excitement 2) corner 3) exclamation 4) precious
5) eminence 6) flattery 7) courage 8) possession
9) commission 10) evident

IX. 1) He said that he wouldn't do it for anything in the
world.
2) The same clever trick was being carefully repeated
by the buffalo all this time.
3) In order not to disturb the sleeping baby, we closed
the door.
4) Turn the radio down so that the neighbours are not
disturbed.
5) In case she should get wet, she took an umbrella.
6) I found my purse that I lost some days back.
7) She is so dull that she cannot understand the
problem.
8) If we don't eat, we cannot live.
9) A message had been sent to me by John.
10) Although he promised to come, he hasn't turned
up yet.

V. 1) sunshine 2) vision 3) zinc 4) vigour 5) noise
VI. 1) cough 2) near 3) green 4) noise 5) tail
VII. 1) Dehra Dun (?) station (.)
2) said (.)
in (.)
3) you (!) Mussoorie (.) mountain (.) October (.)
4) said (.)
there (.)
going (?)
5) question (.) see (?)
doubts (.)
VIII. 1) She gave a little exclamation and said, "I didn't
know anyone else was here".
2) "I didn't see you either at first," I said.
3) "Why don't you look out of the window ?" she asked
quite naturally.
4) "You are very gallant," she said, "But why are you so
serious ?"
5) "We'll soon be at your station," I said rather abruptly.

X. 1) My – adjective; closed – verb; around – adverb;
rifle – noun
2) Some – adjective; anxious – adjective;
minutes – noun; passed – verb
3) time – noun; bull – noun; clearly – adverb;
angered – verb
4) new – adjective; sting – noun; in – preposition;
very – adverb
5) sigh – noun; of – preposition; I – pronoun;
saw – verb
XI. 1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
XII.

IX. 1) I asked her whether she was going all the way to
Dehra Dun.
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)

What could possibly stop that cruel attack ?
By the time I reach his house, he will have left.
Are you telling the correct answer ?
We were sleeping soundly, when a noise woke us.
She is studying in IX class in a private school.

X. 1) I – pronoun; easily – adverb; and – conjunction;
for – preposition.
2) She – pronoun; find – verb; strange – adjective;
in – preposition
3) train – noun; drew – verb; slowly – adverb;
into – preposition
4) She – pronoun; very – adverb; close – adjective;
to – preposition
5) blew – verb; whistle – noun; and – conjunction;
we – pronoun

Butterflies are perhaps the most beautiful of all the
flying creatures. They have bright – coloured wings
covered by tiny scales which also have colours. Without
these scales, the wings would be transparent.

XIII. 1) Half – hibernation means they sleep during the
winter but not deeply.
2) He–bear eats and eats during the autumn season
and becomes very fat.
3) Because she is likely to have her cubs in it.
4) She covers the floor with grass or leaves to be sure
of extra warmth.
5) They both save something for the future.
XIV. b,

c,

d,

e,

XI. 1) As I was blind I could not tell what the girl looked
like.
2) They have too much to observe.
3) When we were peering into the dark, the police
arrived.
4) She said that she was going all the way to Dehra
Dun.
5) How beautiful the painting is !

g, h

XV. 1) b 2) a 3) b

Lesson - 6 : THE GIRL ON THE TRAIN
I. 1) surprised 2) be noticed 3) very effectively
4) giving delight 5) fanciful 6) false appearance
7) dare 8) suddenly 9) meeting 10) scent

XII.

II. 1) d 2) d 3) c 4) a 5) b 6) a 7) c 8) a
9) b 10) c

IX CClass

He must catch the first bus to come here on time.
They advertised out products.
She said to him, "Why are you so serious ?"
If she had known the real facts, she would have got
angry.
Krishna saw Radha watering the plants.
As soon as she got off, the train started.
A new bridge is being laid on the railway track.
I was too late to catch the train.
By the time they reached the station, the train had
left.
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Long, long ago there lived a king and queen with
their beautiful daughter who loved playing with her
golden ball. One day she went out with her friends to
play a game with her golden ball when it slipped off her
fingers and rolled on.
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X. 1) Suddenly – adverb; flickering – adjective;
of – preposition; lamp – noun
2) top – hatted – adjective; gentleman – noun;
raised – verb; nearby – preposition
3) from – preposition; carriage – noun; he – pronoun;
snatched – verb
4) cabman – noun; cowed – verb; by – preposition;
and conjunction
5) invaded – verb; into – preposition;
boiling – adjective; water – noun

XIII. 1) When the plants and animals die, they fall to the
bottom of the water. Mud soon covers them up.
Later the mud becomes hard and takes the shape of
animals.
2) By the kind of the fossils they found inside it.
3) Fish
4) It tells us the relative age of the rocks.
5) To show how living forms developed.
XIV. a,

c, e,

f,

g,

j

XV. 1) c 2) b 3) c

XI. 1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Lesson - 7 : FRIEND OF THE FRIENDLESS
I. 1) faultless 2) of the past 3) frightened
4) unreasonable 5) fight against 6) contemptuous
7) progress 8) slaughterhouse 9) come as a result
10) endless life

XII.

II. 1) b 2) a 3) d 4) b 5) a 6) b 7) d 8) c
9) b 10) c

IV. 1) convention 2) dollar 3) service 4) achieve
5) authority 6) society 7) ignorance
8) shrugged 9) mechanical 10) passenger

XIV. a,

V. 1) lead 2) laid 3) chair 4) deer 5) caution
that (.)
can't (?)

d,

f,

g,

h

Lesson - 8 : A CASE OF SUSPICION
horse (.)

I. 1) urgently 2) unpleasant 3) abandoned
4) make angry 5) first beginning 6) clearly
7) words written on something 8) common soldier
9) keep safe 10) main road
II. 1) b 2) b 3) c 4) c 5) a 6) b 7) b 8) b
9) a 10) d

VIII. 1) "Stop my friend !" he said to the driver, "you can't
do that".
2) "Can't beat my own horse ?" sneered the truckman.
3) "Arrest this driver," he said
4) "At last I've found a use for my gold braid, "Bergh
told the court.
5) "The laws of God and Man are against this cruelty
to helpless animals," he told the butchers.

III. 1) automatic 2) preserve 3) garage 4) inscription
5) surgeon 6) irritates 7) movement 8) holster
9) ambulance 10) commits
IV. 1) consistent 2) receiver 3) cigarette 4) package
5) ambulance 6) pistol 7) exciting 8) ignorance
9) mountain 10) commitment
V. 1) lack 2) fine 3) guard 4) leave 5) leather

IX. 1) A film actor was arrested for illegal possession of
firearms.
2) The inspector ordered the policeman to arrest that
driver.
3) Since he was in a hurry, he forgot to take his hall–
ticket.
4) "Get out of the way", the driver shouted.
5) I love watching cricket matches on T.V.
6) The man who came to our office yesterday is a great
magician.
7) They are killing many wild animals every year.
8) If you do not hurry, you will miss the show.
9) In spite of being poor, he helps those in need.
10) Sita is not so young as Rama.

IX CClass

b,

XV. 1) d 2) a 3) b

VI. 1) dear 2) jail 3) pace 4) street 5) fate
driver (.)
truckman (.)
animals (.)
fists (.)
forty – five (!)

The biggest trees in the world have a very suitable
name i.e., 'Big Trees.' The biggest of these is called the
General Sherman found in the U.S.

XIII. 1) A well–known hockey player. He was born on 29
August, 1905 in Allahabad.
2) Hockey
3) In the 1928 Olympic Games at Amsterdam.
4) Four
5) He played for India more times than anyone else in
hockey.

III. 1) ensued 2) torture 3) axiom 4) humane
5) crusader 6) impeccable 7) crusader
8) boisterous 9) impunity 10) inspired

VII. 1) friend (!)
2) horse (?)
3) said (.)
4) way (!)
5) remarked (.)

If it rains, the match will be cancelled.
Why did you not do your homework yesterday ?
How long have you been doing the work ?
I was reading a book when the lights went off.
I don't understand what your problem is !

VI. 1) plough 2) brown 3) mouse 4) brittle 5) queue
VII. 1) receiver (.)
2) in (.)
3) cigarette (?)
4) Detroit (?)
5) less (.)

said (.)
far (?)
later (?)
plants (.)
ended (.)

doctor (.)

man (.)

mechanic (?) doctor (.)
ago (.)
war (?)

VIII. 1) "I'll put them back in your pocket," the little fellow
said.
2) "Are you a mechanic ?" asked the doctor.
3) "Put that watch into pocket," he said angrily.
4) "Is that so ?" said Dr. Benson. "I'm a doctor myself.
Dr. Benson is my name".
5) "I thought this car smelled like pills," the man laughed.
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IX. 1) When we were eating dinner, the lights went out.
2) He wondered, "Who has left the door open ?"
3) The 50th year of independence is being celebrated
by India.
4) If he had worked hard, he would have passed.
5) The old man who visits my uncle everyday is a
famous musician.
6) Mother asked Sunil whether he would pass the
exam with good marks.
7) Since there was no electricity, we could not see the
match on television.
8) The moon is not so bright as the sun.
9) Mohan posted the letters.
10) I remember meeting her before.

III. 1) comply 2) acquitted 3) legislate 4) endorse
5) agony 6) intellectual 7) negligible 8) recognize
9) legal 10) promised
IV. 1) assailant 2) conductor 3) attempt 4) saviour
5) specimen 6) servant 7) remembrance
8) university 9) fictitious 10) peculiar
V. 1) release 2) great 3) civil 4) breach 5) gender
VI. 1) own 2) bowl 3) gift 4) breezy 5) tear
VII. 1) fare (?)
2) countenance (.)
3) replied (.)
4) born (.)
5) he (.)

X. 1) He – pronoun; turned on – verb; and – conjunction;
to – preposition
2) Doctor – noun; stopped – verb; moment – noun;
to – preposition
3) They – pronoun; rode – verb; silently– adverb;
for – preposition
4) noticed – verb; deep – adjective; scar – noun;
on – preposition
5) He – pronoun; pistol – noun; slowly – adverb;
in – preposition

VIII. 1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

One evening Ali was cycling home after a cricket
match. It was getting dark and there was no moon in
the sky. So, he was in a hurry to go home and so he
decided to take the shortest way home pass his uncle's
watch factory.

X. 1) It – pronoun; probable – adjective; lift–man–noun;
acutely – adverb
2) I – pronoun; suggest – verb; rebuke – noun;
generally – adverb
3) Hope – verb; I – pronoun; hurt – verb; sir – noun
4) I – pronoun; have missed – verb;
from – preposition; route – noun
5) It – pronoun; widely – adverb; diffused – verb;
in – preposition

XIII. 1) Akbar was fond of jewellery.
2) A large ring with a number of pearls and diamonds.
Because it was a present from his queen.
3) He gave each one of them a stick and asked them
to come back to him with the stick the next day.
4) The man who stole the ring cut the stick by one
centimetre and hoping that it would grow to its
original size by the next day.
5) Because his stick was shorter than the other's
sticks.
XIV. a,

b,

d,

f,

XI. 1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

h, j

XV. 1) b 2) b 3) d

XII.

Lesson - 9 : ON SAYING 'PLEASE'
I. 1) unlawful act 2) impolite 3) sharply
4) unfair remark 5) very rude 6) approve
7) urge 8) anger 9) blame 10) great pain

Do you know the address I have asked ?
Do you tell me what you want from me ?
If you had told me, I would not have asked her.
While I was writing the lights went out.
Tell me why you don't like this book.

Clothes are important because they can tell people
many things about us. They can show what work we do
and can either make us look beautiful or look ugly.
They can make people want to know us.

XIII. 1) An animal which carries her baby in a pocket of
skin which is on the lower half of her body.
2) It is two and a half metres tall and weighs about 90
kilograms.

II. 1) b 2) c 3) c 4) d 5) d 6) c 7) b 8) a
9) a 10) b

IX CClass

"Oh, you needn't get off, that's all right," said he.
"All right," said I, "but haven't a copper on me".
"Oh, I'll book you through," he replied.
"Where do you want to go ?" said he to her.
I said, "But where shall I send the fare".

IX. 1) If I get the invitation, I shall attend the dinner.
2) In case of the failure of electric supply, you can use
the stairs.
3) So long as you don't break it, you can use my pen.
4) If I had money, I would have lent you.
5) In case you feel sick on the plane, take one of these
pills.
6) Since I don't know her address, I can't tell you.
7) So long as it doesn't rain, I'll come.
8) If you take a taxi, you may not miss the train.
9) Tomorrow your result will be declared by your
teacher.
10) Unless you write to me I won't be able to send you
any money.

XI. 1) "What are we doing ? Is it not wrong ?" asked the
headman.
2) I don't understand what your problem is.
3) He drew out the pistol slowly and held it in the
darkness at his side.
4) "Are you a mechanic ?" asked the doctor.
5) If it had rained, the match would have been
cancelled.
XII.

cheerfully (.)
said (.)
go (?)
Doctor (?)
I (.)
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3) To balance itself when standing.
4) Kangaroos eat mainly vegetables.
5) Kangaroos can be trained to use boxing gloves and
circus feats.
XIV. a,

c,

e,

g,

i,

XI. 1) Soon he will be able to limp out to the yard.
2) I don't know my friend's address.
3) If they started early, they would reach the venue on
time.
4) As he lifted the body and tried to stand, the legs
buckled and collapsed to the floor.
5) I was reading the newspaper, when the lights went
off.

j

XV. 1) b 2) a 3) b

Lesson - 10 : RUN, BOY, RUN !

XII.

I. 1) courage 2) careful thought 3) cut off 4) eager
5) wonderful event 6) avoid 7) continue
8) drive away 9) burn 10) honour
II. 1) b 2) a 3) c 4) a 5) b 6) a 7) d 8) a
9) c 10) a

XIII. 1) Gorillas are peaceful animals.
2) They go about in family parties of one old male and
several females and their younger ones.
3) The eyesight of the Gorillas is sharp.
4) They slip through the undergrowth unseen and
silently.
5) They make a hooting bark when they are angry.

III. 1) tumbled 2) admiringly 3) sympathetic
4) gratitude 5) amputate 6) dilemma 7) decisive
8) violently 9) massaged 10) miraculous
IV. 1) formidable 2) embarrassment 3) kerosene
4) dilemma 5) consciousness 6) courage
7) massage 8) pleasure 9) exhausted 10) conscious

XIV. a,

V. 1) look 2) lens 3) challenge 4) peace 5) knife

e,

f,

h,

j

Lesson - 11 : A CHRISTMAS MORNING
I. 1) unlimited 2) door 3) flat piece of cut wood
4) quiet 5) accept quietly 6) think 7) listen
8) stand about 9) a small knife 10) small bucket

"You have a lot of nerve, Glenn," he said admiringly.
"Let's go, Glenn," Floyd said.
"We can do nothing," they told his grieving parents.
"Next week," he said, "I'm going to get out of bed".
"The day may come," Glenn said dreamily, "When
human being will run that distance in 4 minutes
flat".

II. 1) c 2) a 3) b 4) a 5) c 6) a 7) b 8) c
9) d 10) b
III. 1) complete 2) thinking 3) memory 4) laugh
5) covering 6) movements 7) hatred 8) living
9) motion 10) cover
IV. 1) memories 2) separate 3) ignorant 4) regular
5) shepherd 6) boards 7) vibrant 8) laugh
9) prevention 10) downstair

IX. 1) The tall building you saw on the other side of the
road is the collector office.
2) Some kerosene was poured into the stove by him.
3) He said that he was going to get out of bed in a
week.
4) Unless you do as I tell you, you will repent later.
5) The man who is standing at the bus-stop is my
cousin.
6) I like eating sweets.
7) The commission has already declared the result.
8) The laddus were too sweet for us to eat.
9) She asked him, "When will you go to city ?"
10) If you had asked him, he would have helped you.

V. 1) thread 2) general 3) main 4) room 5) chime
VI. 1) near 2) beep 3) white 4) fate 5) ball
VII. 1) tonight (?)
2) sleep (!)
3) Adam (.)
4) stable (?)
5) you (?)

night (.)
up (!)
brisk (.)
ours (.)
cover (.)

alone (.)
anymore (.)

turn (.)

Dad (!)

VIII. 1) And he had said, "Oh, yes, Alice, even if there are
only the two of us, let's have a Christmas of our
own".
2) "Yes," his father said slowly. "But I sure do hate to
wake him".
3) "It's just a barn," his father had replied, "like ours".
4) "I'll go on out," his father said, "I'll get things
started".
5) "Oh, dad, I want you to know – I do want to be good !"
he said.

X. 1) of – preposition; spring – noun; bandages – noun;
removed – verb
2) But – conjunction; they – pronoun; detected – verb;
of – preposition
3) exchanged – verb; brief – adjective; glance – noun;
and – conjunction
4) floor – noun; he – pronoun; cried – verb;
excitedly – adverb
5) It – pronoun; only – adverb; for – preposition;
a few – adjective

IX CClass

c,

XV. 1) b 2) b 3) d

VI. 1) charm 2) nine 3) steal 4) lad 5) mace
VII. 1) kerosene (!)
draft (.)
can (.)
2) remembered (.) Floyd (?) inside (?)
3) No (!)
do (?)
decisive (.)
4) floor (!)
excitedly (.) Glenn (!)
5) laughed (.)
mile (!)
Fantastic (!) thought (.)
VIII. 1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Once there lived two geese and a tortoise in the
small lake. They were very good friends. Everyday they
swam and played in the water and after they would sit
under the tree to rest and talk about the weather.

IX. 1) As yesterday was a holiday, I woke up late.
2) Let these letters be posted.
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VII. 1) be (?)
2) Alas (!)
3) John (.)
4) working (?)
5) boy (!)

3) The stranger who visited us last evening, is a
famous magician.
4) She said that she had seen a comet.
5) Unless she weeps, she will die.
6) I hear someone ringing the bell.
7) He swore a tribal leader as the Chief Minister.
8) Although I called out to her, she did not respond.
9) I remember sending the message.
10) He speaks too fast to be understood.

XII.

IX. 1) Since she was not there, I spoke to her sister.
2) Who teaches you English ?
3) She told the young man that she didn't know who
he was.
4) It was officially announced that India would not
sign the CTBT.
5) We don't like the people whom we admire.
6) When they were having breakfast, the door bell
rang.
7) Snuff is taken by the old man.
8) In spite of being ill, she attended to her duties.
9) By the time we reached the station, the train had left.
10) I saw her looking for something.

He loves his parents very much.
Why don't you tell me what you want from me ?
Why did you not come to school yesterday ?
One of the doors has been closed.
How beautiful the painting is !

X. 1) he – pronoun; by – preposition; notion – noun;
useful – adjective
2) Before – conjunction; he – pronoun; died – verb;
nearly – adverb
3) two – adjective; by – preposition; small – adjective;
gap – noun
4) It – pronoun; and – conjunction;
abandoned – verb; approach – noun
5) But – conjunction; it – pronoun; bring – verb;
terror – noun

XIII. 1) She knew what it was like to be cold and hungry.
2) They took her to a rich weaver, to be one of his
servants.
3) Because she was the youngest of all the servants in
the house. No.
4) Because Sita used to give his food to beggars in the
street.
5) Sita was a kind–hearted girl.
c,

e,

f,

h,

XI. 1) He made a good speech, didn't he ?
2) If you start early, you can attend the meeting.
3) Unless we continue with science, we will be buried
under our problems and find no way out.
4) I recognised him because I had seen him before.
5) Although he is poor, he is generous.

i

XV. 1) c 2) d 3) b

Lesson - 12 : IS SCIENCE USEFUL ?
I. 1) examining thoroughly 2) full of details
3) doubtful 4) greatly 5) cleverly and skilfully
6) idea 7) make empty 8) give up 9) make larger
10) pass on

XII.

II. 1) b 2) a 3) c 4) b 5) d 6) a 7) c 8) d
9) b 10) a

When a person dies, his heart stops beating, his
breathing stops and he does not react or respond. After
death, his body temperature drops quickly and the
skin feels cold to the touch.

XIII. 1) An instrument that magnifies extremely small
objects.
2) Optical, electron and ion microscopes.
3) 10 to 20 times.
4) About algae, protozoa and other one–celled
organisms.
5) It has two lenses, an objective lens and an eyepiece
lens.

III. 1) ingenious 2) obvious 3) preserve 4) revolution
5) contemptuously 6) peremptory 7) elaborate
8) assertive 9) consistent 10) practical
IV. 1) elaborate 2) indulgence 3) theorem 4) envious
5) illustrate 6) physicist 7) conclusion 8) essence
9) behaviour 10) condition
V. 1) glory 2) mere 3) foil 4) lazy 5) tire

XIV. a,

VI. 1) last 2) issue 3) cube 4) slope 5) wide

IX CClass

suddenly (!)

"Get me the kerosene," he cried.
Glenn pleaded, "No, please, no !"
"Well, I'm glad he gave it you back," she said.
"I'm out here tonight probably to save a woman's
life but I took the time to try to help you," he said
to the man.
5) Then he added more seriously, "My name is Evans".

Ruth, a small girl, who lives in Huddersfield has
never been to school. Her father, Harry Lawrence, a
computer consultant gave up his job to educate her at
home.

XIV. b,

man (.)
count (!)
photo (.)
run (!)

VIII. 1)
2)
3)
4)

X. 1) He – pronoun; woke – verb; suddenly – adverb;
and – conjunction
2) He – pronoun; alone – adverb; with – preposition;
wife – noun
3) He – pronoun; lay – verb; in – preposition;
bed – noun
4) He – pronoun; slipped – verb; in – preposition;
easily – adverb
5) He – pronoun; laughed – verb; to – preposition;
as – conjunction
XI. 1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

baby (?)
now (?)
others (?)
me (.)
granary (.)

c,

d,

f,

g, i

XV. 1) c 2) d 3) c
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SUPPLEMENTARY READERS – I & II
Unit – I

3) That they would eat the poisoned fruit from Raja's tree
and die.
4) He stole one from the garden.
5) They became quite young again.

Comprehension passage from SR – I
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

They were willing to sign the oath prepared by Tom.
Tom
He and his family will be killed.
A cross
His name will be removed from the band and will never
be used again.

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Huck, Miss Watson was teaching him.
A "me – yow; me – yow" sound.
Tom Sawyer
To take him to the forest.
An old nigger in window Douglas's house.

Comprehension passage from SR – II
1) Huck; a streak of smoke.
2) He saw a man lying on the ground with a blanket
covering his head.
3) Jim, the nigger.
4) Because he thought Huck had already died.
5) No

Comprehension passage from SR – II

Questions from SR – I : (1 – 5) Refer to Study Material.
Questions from SR – II : (1 – 4) Refer to Study Material.
Scrambled sentences
Set – A : d, c, a, e, b
Set – B : b, e, d, a, c

Questions from SR – I : (1 – 5) Refer to Study Material.
Questions from SR – II : (1 – 4) Refer to Study Material.
Scrambled sentences

Unit – IV

Set – A : c, a, e, b, d
Set – B : c, a, e, d, b

Comprehension passage from SR – I

Unit – II
Comprehension passage from SR – I
1) Jim Corbett, the author.
2) He used to go on leave for months after receiving the
postcard.
3) The supervisor. He told him to send Budhu to him when
he received the card the next time.
4) No
5) That Budhu should come at once as the crops were
ready for the harvest.

To help her pay the instalment towards something.
Ten pounds
She sent it to the doctor to pay off his bill.
To pay one instalment towards the car.
Just one more instalment.

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Huck and Jim, the nigger.
To Cairo
Jim had dreamt and Huck also did the same.
That Huck would paddle ashore in the canoe.
Because he would be a free man in Cairo where slavery
is prohibited.

Comprehension passage from SR – II

Comprehension passage from SR – II

Questions from SR – I : (1 – 5) Refer to Study Material.
Questions from SR – II : (1 – 4) Refer to Study Material.
Scrambled sentences

1) Huck's father
2) About the government.
3) Because he felt the government was standing between
him and his son.
4) The guardian of Huck.
5) Because his son Huck had 6000 dollars in the bank.

Set – A : e, c, b, d, a
Set – B : b, d, a, e, c

Unit – V

Questions from SR – I : (1 – 5) Refer to Study Material.
Questions from SR – II : (1 – 4) Refer to Study Material.
Scrambled sentences

Comprehension passage from SR – I
1) A tribe of Andaman and Nicobar islands.
2) Using regular jungle paths.
3) The leader moves along the way first twisting a leaf or
a branch on the way to indicate direction.
4) Kitchenmiddens
5) Shell meat

Set – A : b, a, e, d, c
Set – B : c, b, e, d, a

Unit – III
Comprehension passage from SR – I

Comprehension passage from SR – II

1) His wife and his son's wife were frequently quarrelling
with each other.
2) To put an end to their lives.

IX CClass

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

1) To go to hell in saving Jim, the nigger.
2) To steal Jim out of slavery again.
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Scrambled sentences

3) He would plan to steal Jim out of slavery again.
4) To miles below Pikesville.
5) He sank the canoe near the bank.

Set – A : e, a, c, d, b
Set – B : c, e, a, d, b

Questions from SR – I : (1 – 5) Refer to Study Material.
Questions from SR – II : (1 – 4) Refer to Study Material.
Scrambled sentences

Unit – VIII
Comprehension passage from SR – I

Set – A : d, b, e, a, c
Set – B : c, e, a, b, d

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Unit – VI
Comprehension passage from SR – I
1) Abou Hasan and his wife.
2) To get money from the Caliph and his wife for their
needs.
3) Two hundred pieces of gold.
4) To punish him and leave his wife as she was innocent.
5) Two hundred gold coins.

Comprehension passage from SR – II
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Comprehension passage from SR – II

To free Jim, the nigger from slavery.
Huck and Tom Sawyer.
For Jim
Aunt Sally caught him.
Fifteen men with guns.

Questions from SR – I : (1 – 5) Refer to Study Material.

1) To find out Jim's hiding place and steal him away to free
Jim from slavery.
2) Because he thought there was no adventure in it.
3) A complicated plan.
4) By sawing off a part of the timber.
5) No; because it was a simple one.

Questions from SR – II : (1 – 4) Refer to Study Material.
Scrambled sentences
Set – A : d, b, e, a, c
Set – B : e, c, a, d, b

Unit – IX

Questions from SR – I : (1 – 5) Refer to Study Material.
Questions from SR – II : (1 – 4) Refer to Study Material.
Scrambled sentences

Comprehension passage from SR – I
1) In the case of crimes where only scanty evidence is
available.
2) It will precisely identify the various elements present
in the box.
3) To find whether the victim had been treated with
poison.
4) She poisoned her husband to death. Because she burnt
the body in the furnace
5) That the man had been poisoned with arsenic acid.

Set – A : e, a, c, b, d
Set – B : b, e, c, d, a

Unit – VII
Comprehension passage from SR – I
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

The writer, Stephen Leacock.
For a photograph which would have looked like me.
To reconcile them to his loss.
He made many changes in the narrator's photograph.
No; he left it with the photographer.

The ancient Olympic Games.
A Roman Emperor because he did not like them.
In 1896
Once in every four years.
In 1922

Comprehension passage from SR – II
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Comprehension passage from SR – II
1) Huck and Tom Sawyer.
2) Under the cabin wall; to help Jim, the nigger escape.
3) They crawled into the cabin through the hole; Jim was
fast asleep and snoring.
4) To cut off his leg chain and clear him out right away.
5) He was busy smuggling the shirt, the rope ladder and
such other things into Jim's cabin.

Hucklebery Finn
Sister of Aunt Sally.
Miss Watson setting Jim free.
They set Jim, the nigger free.
For having been such a cooperative prisoner.

Questions from SR – I : (1 – 5) Refer to Study Material.
Questions from SR – II : (1 – 4) Refer to Study Material.
Scrambled sentences

Questions from SR – I : (1 – 5) Refer to Study Material.
Questions from SR – II : (1 – 4) Refer to Study Material.

Set – A : b, d, e, a, c
Set – B : d, b, e, a, c

❉❉❉
IX CClass
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